**Grammar**

1. Complete the sentences with *as, like or unlike*.

   1. She’s only an amateur, but she acts _______ a professional.
   2. _______ we agreed, I’ll pick you up at 6.30.
   3. _______ your mother I expect a little more respect!
   4. The teacher was _______, ‘Where have you been?’
   5. Nicole Kidman has been nominated for an award, _______ has Meryl Streep.
   6. _______ his green predecessor, the new Prime Minister is very keen on environmental measures.
   7. Jack looks just _______ his father.
   8. The film won a top award, _______ everyone had expected.
   9. Kathy sends her best wishes for a quick recovery, _______ we all do.
   10. It’s a very unusual film, quite _______ any other film I’ve seen.
   11. It’s a bit _______ a curry, but not quite so spicy.
   12. _______ most of my friends who prefer pop, I’m a real fan of country music.

**Vocabulary**

2. Complete the compound adjectives.

   1. Penny is very self-___________ and has a lot of confidence.
   2. Doing a bungee jump was a hair-___________ experience!
   3. It’s a heart-___________ story about a mother’s love for her sick child.
   4. James Bond is very quick-___________ and can always find a way out of trouble!

   Mark _______/4

3. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in the box.

   finance    prestige    society    universe

   1. Nelson Mandela is _________ recognised as one of the greatest men of the twentieth century.
   2. An Oscar for best film is a really _________ award.
   3. People suffering _________ hardship can apply for aid.
   4. One sign of _________ status is the number of cars you possess.

   Mark _______/4

Total _______/20
**Vocabulary**

3 Complete the definitions.

1 A book or film that follows on from a previous one is a ____________.
2 The place where a film is shot is the ____________.
3 When the story of a book is made into a film it is a(n) ____________.
4 The music that goes with a film is the ____________.

Mark /4

4 Complete the sentences with appropriate words.

1 The film’s ending was so ____________. I could see it coming from the start.
2 The latest Bond film is totally ____________. I couldn’t take my eyes off the screen.
3 My sister found the story really ____________, but I couldn’t relate to the characters at all.
4 The last *Lord of the Rings* film is a real ____________. It’s over two and a half hours long.

Mark /6

Total /20

**Grammar**

2 Complete the sentences with the correct past form of the verbs in brackets.

1 We were late getting to the stadium and the match ________________ (start).
2 Ken ________________ (work) on the car all day and he was absolutely exhausted.
3 This is the best meal I ________________ (ever eat).
4 Sorry to interrupt! What ____________ you ____________ (say)?
5 I haven’t done anything because I ________________ (wait) until I heard from you.
6 I must admit I ________________ (spend) most of my holiday in the sea!

Mark /6

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in the box followed with *like* when appropriate.

look  seem  sound  feel  must  might

1 That stunt ____________, it was really dangerous! The guy wasn’t even wearing a helmet.
2 Finishing this project now ____________ well within our reach.
3 It ____________ so good to have completed all our exams.
4 The value of the pound ____________ fall this coming year so I don’t want to tie up all my money.
5 That ____________ U2, but I’m not 100% sure. I don’t know their music that well.
6 It ____________ be very hard to have such a brainy brother!

Mark /6